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Summit 2015: Frontliners Engaged in Problem Solving

Central Coast Lean Summit 2015

Highlights:

Keynote by: Norbert Majerus – Senior Master Lean Six Sigma Black Belt at Goodyear Rubber and Tire Company –
Principle Based Problem Solving in Lean R&D
Workshop by Tom Jackson, principal and co-founder, Rona Consulting Group. Title: Management Focus: Part One the
Transformation Gap
Workshop by Beau Keyte – President, Keyte Group. Title: Management Engagement: the Other Half of the
Transformation Gap
Pre Summit Lean InBox Simulation Workshop by Andrea Church Kreisa, Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt.
Six great afternoon presentations and activities to help you apply and expand lean in your organization.
The Community Coaching Cafe

Objectives:

1. Provide lean content that will be of value to a wide variety of lean practitioners, including those in business, education,
government and non-profits.

2. Continue to build the Central Coast Lean Community by providing visibility and networking opportunities.

Location:

About Summit Forums Liberating Structures Kaizen Workshops & Tours Lean Six Sigma Calendar

https://www.cob.calpoly.edu/centralcoastlean
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iwf9L1jqMwo
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Two-Day Outline:

Pre-Summit Workshop

Title: Lean InBox Simulation
Facilitator: Andrea Church Kreisa, Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt.

Presentation slides

Workshop Description:
An increasing number of corporate training programs are transitioning to a ‘blended learning’ model for Lean Six Sigma training that
combines online materials with in-class practice to allow students to apply the learning to realistic situations. The InBox Workshop is
an immersive interactive practice experience that mirrors real workplace situations. Participants practice applying Lean concepts,
use tools and make decisions in a risk free environment. The learning curve is shortened and higher quality real world results are
achieved. Particularly unique about the InBox simulation is the transactional nature of the work. This hands-on simulation is
targeted towards people who work in office environments where the work is often “invisible” and the waste is harder to see.
During the InBox simulation, each participant will assume a role within the work stream where they will have a chance to practice a
variety of Lean tools and techniques, including VOC, Process Mapping, waste identification, bottleneck resolution, takt time analysis,
work balancing, and standardized work. After the first run, participants will collaborate in an instructor facilitated group to create a
value stream map, identify process waste and design improvements to the process. Improvements will be incorporated into revised
work instructions, which are then ‘tested’ with a new run of the simulation to determine whether the change improved the process.
This workshop will focus on how can use the InBox simulation to gain firsthand experience applying the Lean concepts and tools
mentioned above (and more!) to transactional processes frequently seen in the back-office. Time will be available throughout the
session to discuss how to use the simulation to build capability and better decision-making skills in the workforce.

Learning Objectives:
1. Learn how the eight lean wastes apply to an office process.

2. Learn the basics of applying continuous improvement (i.e. plan-do-check-adjust) in transactional work.

3. Learn and practice the application of lean tools and concepts including voice of the customer, process mapping,
bottleneck resolution, takt time analysis, work balancing, and standardized work in a transactional environment.

4. Relate learning back to similar environments back in your own organization.

Wine, Cheese & Networking Reception Thursday, 19Feb, 2014, 5-7pm

Summit: Friday, 20Feb, 2014, 8am-5pm.
AGENDA

7:30 –
8:00am

Registration and continental breakfast

8:00 –
8:05am

Welcome

Eric Olsen – Professor and Area Chair for Industrial and Packaging Technology, Orfalea
College of Business

8:05-
9:45am

Workshop 1

Cal Poly Performing Arts Center, San Luis Obispo, CA: View Map

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uN2w0Mlc5a18tMU0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uN2w0Mlc5a18tMU0/view?usp=sharing
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Title: Management Focus: Part One the Transformation Gap

Facilitator: Tom Jackson, principal and co-founder, Rona Consulting Group

Presentation slides Presentation video

Workshop Description: Today’s business environment is more dynamic than ever. Companies and
organizations must frequently adjust their offerings of products and services as well as their prices in
order to satisfy evolving customer requirements and stay ahead of the competition. It is just as
important to correlate business strategies with internal management processes and frontline work
processes to ensure that required changes in strategy are communicated systematically to all parts of
the organization.This workshop will explore how the Japanese practices of Hoshin Kanri and A3
thinking help management teams focus on and quantify critical improvement targets and align problem
solving at multiple levels of the organization. This sets the stage for the empowerment of front line
problem solvers. The workshop will cover three elements of strategy deployment: the A3 document or
team charter, the process of deployment or “catchball”, and the stratification of target metrics. The
workshop will be hands on and set the stage for the afternoon’s workshop, where participants will
experience how strategy becomes operational.Learning Objectives:
1. Recognize leadership’s need to plan to empower frontline problem solvers.

2. Reflect on how to set targets in a way to make change intelligible at the front line.

3. Understand the linkage of targets and use of disciplined communication (and response) at all
levels of the organization.

4. Nudge you enough to go try something the next week!

9:45 –
10:15am

Break and networking

10:15 –
12:00pm

Workshop 2

Title: Management Engagement: the Other Half of the Transformation Gap

Facilitator: Beau Keyte – President, Keyte Group

Presentation slides Presentation video

Workshop Description: Work processes and management processes are tightly correlated: we work at
our jobs inside the influence of how we are managed. As work processes are fundamentally redesigned
to meet external and internal needs, management process redesigns are critical to sustain the
improvements and embrace continuous improvement.This workshop leverage the earlier Hoshin
workshop and take the discussion to the next level: now that we know what we should focus on
(Hoshin) what is management’s role in engaging the organization differently? It will cover two elements
of a new management system: how to engage employees to develop them into great problem solvers,
and how to align and use visual management as a focal point for the new management system. The
workshop will be interactive with lots of time for discussion and reflection.Learning Objectives:
1. Recognize leadership’s need to engage differently

2. Reflect on different ways to coach and engage employees

3. Understand the linkage and use of visual management at different levels of the organization

4. Nudge you enough to go try something the next week!

12:00 –
1:15pm

Lunch

Keynote

Title: Principle Based Problem Solving in Lean R&D

Norbert Majerus, Senior Master Black Belt Lean & Six Sigma – Goodyear

Presentation slides Presentation video

Topic Description: A lean R&D organization tries to create value for customers by solving customer
problems. The same organization is responsible for developing process capability which means solving
process problems.The understanding of lean principles can add a lot to improving the R&D problem

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uazBOMmNMclBvSUU/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/egrOjPb_x-Y
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uaXdDcVZyOXVvRDA/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/ntIklt6yo_o
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uQnF6QWRLZXRxeFk/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/K1ytQk7j0DU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uazBOMmNMclBvSUU/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/egrOjPb_x-Y
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uaXdDcVZyOXVvRDA/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/ntIklt6yo_o
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uQnF6QWRLZXRxeFk/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/K1ytQk7j0DU
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solving processes. It helps provide clarity on what the problem really is. The principles help develop an
standard process. But more than everything else, the correct application of the principles help engage
the people in the problem solving which yields much better results. This includes all levels of the
organization, from the associates to the leaders.R&D is a lot about creativity and innovation – many of
the lean principles seem to be counterproductive to an environment that fosters innovation, but that
does not happen if the principles are well understood.Goodyear started applying lean in R&D nine years
ago and gained a lot of insight on the subject. This insight will be used as illustrations and examples.
Special emphasis will be put on the practical aspects – people should be able to enable their companies and apply
what they learned the next day.

1:15 –
2:50pm

Triple Session 1:

Present 1: Continuous Improvement: What does it really mean? – Peggy Huston, Chief
Operating Officer, Campus Shared Services at the University of California, Berkeley

Presentation Description: In 2011, UC Berkeley initiated an effort to move administrative operations to a
shared services model. While we have accomplished much in the past four years, we now have a better
understanding of the never-ending work ahead. I will share what we are doing to continually improve
upon the efficiency and effectiveness of our processes; to manage expectations on campus; and to
create a service culture that crosses boundaries from shared service center, to central campus, to
units/departments.

 Presentation slides Presentation video

Present 2: Radiology Associates: Our Lean Journey In Healthcare – Marci Miller, Director of
Operations; Denise Stanley, Director of Process Improvement; Heather Guerra, Centralized
Scheduling Supervisor; Heather Fisher, MR Technologist; Dr. Tim Auran, Radiologist; Dr.
Stephen Holtzman, Radiologist

Presentation slides Presentation video

Presentation Description: The current state of our healthcare system has changed dramatically over the
last five years. Radiology Associates has embarked on a lean transformation journey to help us identify
waste in our processes so that we can improve efficiency, increase patient satisfaction and help in the
effort to reduce healthcare costs. By applying the Lean principles and tools, Radiology Associates, after
only 18 months, has been able to engage 80% of our staff in working together in creating a continuous
improvement environment and better patient care.

Activity 3: Sharing Lean Success Stories – Facilitated by Dr. Eric Olsen

Presentation slides

Presentation Description: In this high energy, interactive exercise we will be getting up out of our chairs
to discover lean success stories in our own backyards. We will be using a large group facilitation
technique called “1-2-4-All” (http://www.liberatingstructures.com/1-1-2-4-all/ ) to capture
some of the best stories on the Central Coast. Come ready to listen, talk, and learn. Note that this and
the Activity 6 at the close of the day are previews of a larger workshop we with be doing on “Liberating
Structures” on 17Apr15.

2:50 –
3:15pm

Break and networking

3:15 –
4:50pm

Triple Session 2:

Present 4: Lean/Six Sigma for the Public Sector- A Transformational Journey for the City of
Tulare – Carlos Conejo, Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt and Corporal Gian Mettifogo, Lean
Six Sigma Black Belt, City of Tulare Police Department.

Presentation Description: This presentation looks at several examples of Lean/Six implementation for
the City of Tulare. The City of Tulare underwent a dramatic and significant cultural and operational
transformation, ultimately improving operational performance and lowering costs, while improving
services for the citizens and community.City Manager Don Dorman, arrived a few years ago, with great
hopes to implement Continuous Improvement and looked out and saw that not only did he not have the
“bench strength” to implement the changes he wanted to see, but in addition… no one spoke the same
language of continuous improvement.
So, he hired Carlos Conejo, Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt to assist him with his vision. Conejo and
Dorman led the journey of the City of Tulare. A journey that reads like a heartland “coming of age”
novel. From transcending formidable obstacles, to significant triumph in the end and all of the “rocky
bumps” in-between. This City dug deep, and re-engineered itself to create a new culture of Continuous

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uUUNYdHIydVRxa28/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/q0E2yvBOmeg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-ueU5Xck0tLVgwamM/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/HI_aBVy3rhs
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uV21kVHl3REZtekE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uUUNYdHIydVRxa28/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/q0E2yvBOmeg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-ueU5Xck0tLVgwamM/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/HI_aBVy3rhs
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uV21kVHl3REZtekE/view?usp=sharing
http://www.liberatingstructures.com/1-1-2-4-all/%20
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Improvement and renewed excitement with its Employees, City Council and Citizens. In the end, the
City of Tulare re-established itself as the “Jewel of the Central Valley.”Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nL3tSZjbay4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg2BmTO2xWw
 

Presentation slides Presentation video

Present 5: A Lean Global Implementation: Warts and All
Keith Inglis, Global Director of Growtth and Lean Systems at Helix Medical
Kristian Magnuson, Growtth Manager of Jeffersonville Operations
Nathan Adair, Assistant Growtth Manager of Carpinteria Operations

Presentation slides Presentation video

Presentation Description: In today’s industry, many manufacturing sites have heard of and begun a
Lean Manufacturing Initiative. This has made people more open to hearing about lean and starting their
journey, but it has also created some difficulties when Lean is thought of as “easy” and “common
sense.” We will first delve into some of the general issues which all of our plants have encountered
while implementing a Lean Initiative which we did not originally expect. After this we will discuss
several real examples of when projects did not work and recommended actions to take in these
situations. Finally, we’ll wrap up with some key points which we’ve found beneficial to rolling out a Lean
program and believe could be incorporated into all lean programs regardless of industry.

Activity 6: Best Ideas at the Summit – Facilitated by Dr. Eric Olsen

Presentation slides

Presentation Description: We’ve heard from the experts. Now let’s go ask the crowd! In this interactive
exercise we will be sharing and collecting the best ideas you have gotten by attending the Summit. This
is a fun and efficient way to let everyone know what your key insights are and find out what other think.
We will be using a large group facilitation technique called “25/10 Crowd Sourcing”
(http://www.liberatingstructures.com/12-2510-crowd-sourcing/ ) to capture the best ideas for
becoming lean on the Central Coast.

4:50 –
5:00pm

Open Forum and Wrap-up – “Building a community of lean practice on the Central Coast”

7:30 –
5:00pm

*Poster Session
Posters to be 36 x 24 inches landscape or 36 x 48 inches portrait. 36-inch hangers and spacing is provided in the
break/networking area.

8:00-
12:00pm,
1:15-
4:50pm

**Community Coaching Café

David Beaumont, Lead Coach/Senior Expert, McKinsey & Company

**Coaching Café will consist of a breakout room with a circular arrangement of chairs where individual lean
questions are shared with an ad hoc group of volunteer participants and an experienced lean “coach.” Here is my
proposal for a poster that will be in the “Community Coaching Café”:
Working Premise: Someone in the lean community has experienced their version of your problem and probably has
a comment or suggestion that may help you.
Description: A lean environment is a learning environment, where a great question is much more powerful than a
command or a directive. Lean practitioners live in a world of questions, seeking ideas and suggestions from every
credible source. At the Lean Community Coaching Café, we create an environment where your great questions are
welcomed. For each question, our facilitator will help the group contribute until the person who posed the question
has some ideas to try back at the workplace on Monday morning.
Often, the question asked by others is also the question on our mind. Attend this session to learn from your peers
while contributing your own experiences and innovations. At the end of the day, come back to see the “Blue Wall”
containing the learning points and lessons aggregated during an entire day of interaction and discussion.
Schedule: During the summit, the café will be open at specific times. Come to the cafe, where a great discussion will
nourish your mind, while you get a cup of java.
Learning Objectives:
1. Learn workflow tips and tricks in a facilitated peer group discussion.
2. Get suggestions from your peers to address your specific issue
3. Learn from answers to questions which you would not even think to ask.
4. Collect simple Lean “tips and Tricks” which you can implement in your own workplace

NOTE: It is NOT the goal of the Community Coaching Café or the Lead Coach to provide a definitive answer to any
particular problem or question. The goal is to maximize participation and allow lean community members to pull and
deliver value.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-ud2k1NlRzeTFsWWs/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/2gDh3v9LgcQ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uWFpJemRWTFlpQkE/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/Q2_auXEDTqk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nL3tSZjbay4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg2BmTO2xWw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-ud2k1NlRzeTFsWWs/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/2gDh3v9LgcQ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8GvzFYijG-uWFpJemRWTFlpQkE/view?usp=sharing
http://youtu.be/Q2_auXEDTqk
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